BUDGET INDIA -2012: TARGETS REACHABLE?
“Macro Economics performance based on Budget India 2012 is beset sent with several
challenges of implementation and action. Given the conditions prevalent in the
administration and the polity, the element of skepticism is obvious and natural.” said
Dr.Bislaiah, former Vice Chancellor University of Agricultural Sciences Bangalore and a
World Bank consultant, during a panel discussion on Union Budget 2012, organised by M.
P. Birla Institute of Management, Associate Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bangalore. As a part of
Business Leadership Form talks at MPBIM, a panel discussion on the „Impact of Union
Budget 2012 on Business‟ was organised at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan‟s Khincha Hall on 23rd
March 2012. The panel consisted of Dr. Bisalaiah, Sri. Achutha Jois Managing Director Acliv
Technologies, Sri. Nithin M Chartered Accountant and Chairman of Karnataka Chapter of
Chartered Accountants and Dr. N S Viswanath Dean MPBIM. Sri A Krishnamurthy Director
MPBIM and Dr. N S Malavalli were present at the discussion.
Dr. Bisalaiah observed that the budget poses several
problems regarding realization of tax proposals. While direct
taxes are a sop to the citizens, indirect taxes would be a
burden to meet with. He noted that there should have been
more focus on manufacturing and agricultural sector .
The service industry is moving at a high pace but it may not be able to reach its predesignated targets because of corporate-government incompatibility. Indian service industry
depends more on the outsourced assignments. The growth in domestic assignments in the
services sector is sluggish and is yet to catch up. This situation is a matter of concern.

Mr. Nithin and Mr.Achutha Jois from the corporate world observed that the Finance Minister
has made an effort in creating buoyancy between direct and indirect taxes. Sri Nithin also
noted that the budget had to be more citizen friendly. Dr. N S Viswanath said that the main
hindrance in the implementation of the budget proposals is mainly from the system which is
engulfed with inefficiencies. He noted, the effects of reaching macro targets of growth, price
stability and controlling inflation are conflicting and not attainable.
The panel discussion was well attended by large number of students and faculty members of
MPBIM.
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